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The 7Li bombardment of 5IV has been used in conjunction with recoil distance lifetime
(RDM), y-y coincidence, angular d stribution, and Doppler shift attenuation lifetime
(DSAM) measurements to gain information on the properties of high-spin states in the
nuclei 5~Fe, ~~Mn, and 5~Cr. Mean lifetimes (T) determined by RDM were as follows —in
"Fe: 1409-keV level (v = 57.8 + 3.5 psec), 2813 (14.5+ 3.1 psec), 5099 (32.3 +1.1 psec);
in Mn: 126-keV level (&=382+16 psec); in ~Cr: 2173-keV level (&=47+15 psec); 3084
(7'=-43+15 psec). Tentative spin assignments were made as follows —in 5 Fe: 5099-keV
level J= (+, 6526, Z= ( & ), in ~5Mn: 5056-keV level J = (~&). Lifetimes (or limits) were
also established from DSAM measurements for a number of other levels in the above
nuclei ~ The results are compared to shell model calculations.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS V( Li, 3n), 5~V(7Li, p2n) V(7Li, nn) F. =25 MeV;
measured yy coin. ; deduced levels in ~5Fe, 5~Mn, ~~Cr; measured o(E, 0);
deduced 4 for high spin states; measured recoil distance; deduced T&f2,

B(E2), effective charges. Natural target, Ge(Li) detectors.

INTRODUCTION

In nuclei near closed shells with only a few va-
lence particles, the low-lying high-spin states are
expected to be rather pure in the shell model
sense. An experimental determination of the lev-
el energies and spins for specific configurations
in a given nucleus can therefore give valuable in-
formation on the interaction matrix elements of
the residual forces. In addition, measurements
of the lifetimes of these levels allow the determi-
nation of the electromagnetic transition matrix ele-
ments which give information on their effective
operators. Both of these experimental studies in

turn are sensitive to the configurations involved in
the nuclear structure. An interesting region from
these points of view is where the proton lf», shell
is filling with the lf„, neutron shell complete plus
at most a few valence neutrons in the (if„„2p)
shell. Until very recently, the predictions of shell
model calculations concerning the properties of the
expected high spin states could not in general be
tested. Not only did this inhibit the publication of
such predictions, but also the predictions of the
model in an important area perforce remained un-
tried. The reason for this state of affairs lay in

the rather limited range of projectiles available
for exciting the levels in question. With the wider

availability of heavy ion beams for fusion-evapora-
tion reactions together with large volume Ge(Li)
y-ray spectrometers, levels of high spin are now

much more easily excited and observed. '
High-spin states in a number of nuclei in this

(lf, 2P) region of interest are populated by the bom-
bardment of "V with "Li at around 25 MeV fol-
lowed by multiparticle emission. That this leads
to the population of high-spin states can easily be
seen. Classically a 14-MeV proton incident with
an impact parameter equal to the nuclear radius
of "V carries approximately 4 units of angular
momentum into the compound nucleus whereas a
25-MeV 'Li ion similarly incident carries 12 units.
This in itself is not sufficient to ensure the popula-
tion of high spin levels in specific residual nuclei;
for instance a heavy product nucleus could just as
easily carry away from the compound nucleus all
the angular momentum contributed by the incident
particle. That this does not happen is due to two
factors: (i) The emission probability is propor-
tional to the density of states of the residual nucle-
us at the energy corresponding to the emission en-
ergy of the particle. ' (ii) In addition, this proba-
bility depends very sensitively on the Coulomb
barrier for charged particle emission. The den-
sity of states is high only for the emission of low

energy particles. The most likely mode of deexci-
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tation in the heavier nuclei is therefore the emis-
sion of a few neutrons. Each such low energy neu-
tron, being a light particle, will be unable to carry
away any substantial amount of angular momentum
from the compound nucleus. However, for nuclei
in the A. = 50 region the Coulomb barrier is not so
high as to inhibit completely the emission of
charged particles; hence the emission of both pro-
tons and n particles is also probable. The effect
of the Coulomb barrier is, however, to make the
multiple emission of charged particles extremely
unlikely.

The energetics of the reactions of interest to us
are sketched in Fig. 1. An incident 'Li beam born-
barding "V with an energy of 25 MeV corresponds
to an excitation energy of 46.8 MeV in the com-
pound nucleus "Fe. At this energy the most
strongly excited residual nuclei corresponded to
those obtained by two or three particle emission.
These were (in descending intensity of excitation):
"Fe (-3n); "Cr (-n2n); "Mn ( P2n};-"Cr (-an)
and "Fe (-2n). Their relative excitation intensi-
ties using an infinitely thick target were 60:50:
28:28:24. More weakly excited was "Mn (-P3n)
whose relative excitation intensity was 6. It is
noteworthy that the nuclei corresponding to single
particle emission ["Fe (-n); "Mn (-P) and "Cr
(-a}]were not observed at all. No nucleus whose
formation involved the multiple emission of charged
particles was directly observed. Probably, how-
ever, "V was formed as evidenced by the observa-
tion of effects on some of the y rays in ' Cr which
could best be explained by their partial production
through the P decay of "V. The observation of
"Mn and not "Fe can be ascribed to the compara-
tively low excitation energies of high-spin states
in the former nucleus. In a subsidiary experiment,
"V was bombarded with 'Li at the same energy of
25 MeV. The nuclei most strongly excited in this
case were "Cr ( on), '~-Mn (-P2n), and "Fe (-3pt)
with "Fe and "Mn more weakly excited. In gener-
al, at the bombarding energies used in this exper-
iment, the most likely reactions are those involv-
ing the emission of three particles, no more than
one being charged. Two-particle emission is
somewhat weaker and four-particle emission is
likely only in certain favored cases.

Once the residual nuclei reach an excitation en-
ergy which is low enough so that particle emission
is no longer probable, their y-ray decay to the
ground state can be understood in terms of the con-
cept of yrast levels first introduced by Grover. '
An yrast level is the lowest-lying level for a given
spin. Once an yrast level is reached the nucleus
will usually deexcite by the emission of dipole and
quadrupole radiation through successive yrast lev-
els. This cascade down the yrast line has two im-
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FEG. 1. The energy relationships involved when a:"»
target is bombarded with ' Li at an energy of 25 MeV.
At this energy the most strongly excited nuclei were
'Fe, ~Cr, '5Mn, and '"~Cr. ~ Fe and Mn were also

excited, the latter quite weakly.

portant experimental consequences. The first is
that the average y-ray energy is rather low. (For
"Fe in this experiment, the average observed y
ray energy was 900 keV. } A result of this is that
a number of the levels will have mean lifetimes
greater than 10 psec, a range which is accessible
to the recoil distance method (RDM) for lifetime
measurements. (For A =55, a 900-keV transition
has a mean lifetime of 12 psec if it is an E2 typi-
cally enhanced 10 times over the Neisskopf single
particle estimate, ' whereas an M1 transition in-
hibited by a not uncommon factor of 100 from the
single particle estimate' has a mean lifetime of
4.3 psec. } Some transitions will have lifetimes
too short to measure by the RDM method. In these
cases the Doppler shift attenuation method (DSAM)
often enables an experimenter to determine the
lifetime. The second consequence is that the high
y-ray multiplicity means that a y-y coincidence
measurement is essential if the energy levels are
to be correctly placed in the residual nucleus. It
is often also vital in assigning a particular y ray
to its correct nucleus.

Heavy ion induced compound reactions produce
considerable alignment in the residual nucleus,
because the large amount of angular momentum
carried into the compound nucleus is oriented at
right angles to the beam. Since the y-ray transi-
tions deexciting the yrast levels are in general
stretched (J- J —I, where L is the multipolarity
of the y ray}, this implies that quite significant
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information on the spins of the levels concerned
can be obtained from the angular distributions of
the observed y rays. In this and the succeeding
paper all tentative spin assignments which we make
will depend on two assumptions, viz: that it is the
yrast levels which are populated mainly in low

magnetic substates, and that the subsequent y-ray
transitions are pure J—J —L, transitions.

In order to obtain nuclear structure information
on high-spin states in this region, we therefore
undertook measurements of the following type on

the y rays resulting from 'Li bombardment of "V
at about 25 MeV: (1) recoil distance lifetime mea-
surements, (2) y-y coincidence measurements,
(3) angular distribution measurements, and

(4) Doppler shift attenuation lifetime measure-
ments. A large amount of information was thus
acquired on the properties of excited states in six
nuclei. In this first paper we discuss the proper-
ties of the odd nuclei "Fe, "Mn, and "Cr. A sec-
ond paper' will treat the nuclei "Cr, "Mn, and
"Fe. Information gained on the nuclei "Mn and
' Fe by bombarding "V with 'Li will also be dis-
cussed in the second paper.

compound nucleus formation, this recoil velocity
would be expected to be very close to the center
of mass (c.m. ) velocity. This was indeed so for
the cases in "Mn and "'"Fe where we could make
the check as measured by the energy shift between
the stopped and shifted p-ray peaks. After cor-
recting for the energy l.oss of the 'Li ions in the
gold foil and target and the average energy loss of
the recoiling ions in the "V target layer, the cal-
culated c.m. velocity was 100U/c =0.91+0.02. For
six transitions in the mass 55 and 56 nuclei, the
observed weighted average was 1007/c =0.849
+0.008. We used this figure in extracting all the
lifetimes in the mass 54-56 nuclei. There was,
however, definite evidence that the average recoil
velocities for "' 'Cr were substantially less than
the calculated c.m. velocity; for 'Cr, the velocity
as measured by y-ray energy shifts was 100X c
=0.36+0.03, while for "Cr the corresponding fig-
ure was 100v/c =0.708+0.007. The very low re-
coil velocities observed for the chromium isotopes
will be discussed below.

B. y~ coincidence measurements

EXPERIMENTAL

Ions of 'Li provided by the injector tandem ac-
celerator at Brookhaven National Laboratory, with

energies between 24 and 25 MeV, were used to
bombard targets of "V. The y rays resulting from
this bombardment were observed with the aid of
Ge(Li) y-ray spectrometers. We used standard
modular electronics and stored our data using the
on-line Z-7 computer of the tandem facility. Ãe
will now describe each type of experiment and the
data analysis in more detail.

A. RDM experiment

The apparatus described by Jones, Schwarzs-
child, Warburton, and Fossan' was used together
with a "V target of 300- p, g//cm' thickness evapo-
rated on the downstream side of a gold foil of 3-
mg/cm' thickness. This target was stretched flat.
Target-stopper distances of up to 5 mm were used;
however, most of the data were recorded at dis-
tances of less than 250 pm. For each target-stop-
per distance the y-ray spectrum was observed at
0" with a Ge(Li) spectrometer. Typically, each
run lasted an hour with a beam current of 4 nA of
'Li" ions. The beam energy of 25 MeV gave an
effective energy, after allowing for energy loss in
the gold foil, of 24 MeV at the "V target. The
lifetime determined from an RDM experiment de-
pends directly on the velocity of the recoiling nu-

clei. For a heavy ion reaction in which several
low energy light particles are emitted following

A piece of "V metal 0.38-mm thick was used as
the target. We used two Ge(Li) spectrometers
placed at +110' with respect to the beam direction
which had efficiencies for 1.33-MeV y rays of 6/&

and 12~&(;. A fast-slow coincidence system using
standard modular electronics was used. The re-
sulting two parameter data were stored on mag-
netic tape in an event-mode fashion for later play-
back using the Z-7 computer. The run lasted 20 h

with a beam current of about 1 nA of 25-MeV 'Li"
ions.

C. Angular distribution measurements

y-ray spectra were accumulated using the 12%
detector at a distance of 13.5 cm from the target
(same as in Sec. B) and at angles of 0, 30, 45, 60,
and 90" with respect to the beam direction. The
smaller detector was placed at 90 and used as a
monitor. A beam current of about 4 nA of 'Li"
ions at 25 MeV was used. Spectra were recorded
at each angle for approximately 35 min. Informa-
tion on the Doppler shifts of p rays was, of course,
also contained in this data. It was used in later
DSAM analysis.

DATA ANALYSIS

In all four experiments, the primary require-
ment was to obtain the areas and. /or centroids of
the peaks of interest. As an illustration of the
spectra upon which we had to work, we show in

Fig. 2 a y-ray spectrum obtained in the angular
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distribution experiment at an angle of SO'. The
richness of the spectrum is obvious. We have
been able to place more than 60 y-ray transitions
in six different nuclei. The origin of the stronger
peaks is indicated on the diagram. For isolated
peaks it was merely necessary to find the centroid
and area after a least squares fitting to the back-
ground. In the case of overlapping and partially
resolved peaks, it was necessary to use a least
squares program which after background subtrac-
tion could fit up to three Gaussian peaks. Con-
straints could be placed on the positions of the
centroids of these peaks.

For the RDM measurements, where possible,
we then formed the ratio R =I,/(I, +I,) where I, and

I, are the intensities of the stopped and shifted
peaks, respectively. Comparable lifetime infor-
mation can also be obtained from Ip ol I, alone,
provided a suitable normalization is used. For
this purpose we used the sum (N) of the areas of
the p -ray peaks at 126, 156, and 212 ke V, fitting
the quantities Rp =Ip/N or R, =I/'N.

The quantity R is easily seen to depend in the
simplest case on the mean life T of a level in the
following manner":

R =exp[-(D —D, ), 'v 7 J,
where v is the average recoil velocity, D, is the
reading on the dial gauge corresponding to zero
plunger-to-target distance and D is the corre-
sponding reading when the plunger is displaced a
distance (D —Dp} from the target. There is often
a distance-independent background resulting in an
R that is not unity at D =D, . We, therefore, used
an iterative nonlinear least squares code to fit R
=Ae "'+B to the data, leaving the quantities A,
v, and 8 to be determined by the fitting procedure.

In this case e ""is absorbed into the variable A.
The same form could also be used to fit R, or R,.
In the latter case, of course, we could expect A
to be negative. A number of smal, l corrections
need to be made to this simple analysis. We cor-
rected R for the change in efficiency of the Qe(ji)
detector as a function of energy, solid angle ef-
fects, and the spread in velocity of the recoiling
nuclei. Errors of +1.5 pm were assigned to the
uncertainty in the relative distance settings. For
a transition which is affected by the lifetimes of
two levels, we fitted R (or R,} to an expression of
the form

W(8} =I [1+a,P, (cosH)+a, P, (cos6)J

to obtain the intensity Iz (corrected for detector
efficiency) and the values of the Legendre poly-

(3)

R =A exp(-D/vT, }+C exp(-D/v r, ) + I3, (2)

where we could fix 7, from a direct measurement
on the y ray deexciting the first level. Several
such cases were encountered in this work.

For the y-y coincidence experiment all coinci-
dent events were first projected onto one energy
axis to give a "summed" spectrum. Suitable digi-
tal peak and background windows we re then se t on
the event addresses corresponding to this axis and
the corresponding spectra accumulated in a play-
back of the data. Forty-seven such spectra were
thereby accumulated for the strongest peaks seen
in the original summed spectrum.

The areas of the peaks obtained at each angle in
the angular distribution experiment were normal-
ized to the counts recorded in the 274-keV peak
observed in the monitor detector, corrected for
dead time and counter efficiency. They were then
fitted to a function of the form
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FIG. 2. The p-ray spectrum observed in a Ge(Li} spectrometer at 90c to the beam when a thick target of "U is
bombarded with 25-MeV 'Li. As indicated on the figure, p rays in six nuclei were seen. These were ~Mn, "~Fe, ~3Cr,
' Mn, 'Fe, and Cr. y-ray energies are in keV. We were able to assign all transitions except for some of the v eaker
ones.
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nomial coefficients a, and a, . Some of the transi-
tions were too weak to obtain I& from the angular
distribution data. For these cases intensities were
estimated from the y-y coincidence data and are
indicated by the symbol - in the tables. The rela-
tive intensities Iz were used in constructing the
various decay schemes. Errors on the branching
ratios (in percent) from individual levels in the
different nuclei (as derived from the relative in-

tensities given in Figs. 3, 6, and 8) are =+2%. The
values of a, and a, have been used to assign tenta-
tive spins to some of the higher lying levels and
to check assignments of lower levels. We were
guided in this by the fact'' that for the J- J —L
decays from highly aligned levels which we have
assumed (see Introduction), dipole transitions
have negative a, coefficients while for the stretched
quadrupole transitions n, is positive and f2, is
smaller and negative.

The centroids of peaks of interest in the DSAM
experiment were also obtained wherever there was
a possibility of a Doppler shift. These, generally
after some correction for cascade feeding from
higher excited states, mere used to calculate E(T),
the fractional Doppler shift. A program' which
took account of electronic stopping and atomic
stopping and scattering mas used to obtain T from
E(~).
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I"IG. 3. The energy level diagram of Fe. The en-

ergies of all observed y-ray transitions are shown at
the top of the arrow indicating the transition, whil. e
relative intensities of observed y rays are indicated
by the bracketed numbers in the middle of the arrows.
The bracketed numbers at both sides of the figure indi-
cate the relative intensities of excitation of the levels
concerned. The diagram includes only those levels
excited in the present work. Levels shown to the right
are believed to be built on the deformed Nilsson orbital
f303] 2 while those on the left are shell. -model states.
Of major interest are the three highest excited states
first seen in the present work. The analysis of y-ray
angular distributions indicates that their spins are
rather high. The two spin values in parenthesis for the
levels above 4-MeV excitation are especially tentative
and, in fact, only suggestions.

RESULTS

A. Fe

The y -y coincidence measurement confirmed the
energy l.evel scheme proposed by Sawa'" for all the
levels up to an excitation energy of 3900 keV. The
y-ray energies determined in the present work
are presented in Table I and are in general in good
agreement with those presented by Sama. " In addi-
tion, the transition assignments are given in col-
umns 2 and 3. %e give the derived energy levels
in Table II. We were able to establish the pres-
ence of three new levels at considerably higher
excitation energies than those observed by Sawa":
5099, 5476, and 6528 keV. Combining lifetime
and angular distribution information we assign ten-
tative spins of ('-,') and ('-,') to the 5099- and 6528-
keV levels, respectively. The energy level and
decay scheme for "Fe as obtained in the present
work is shown in Fig. 3. The energy levels in

Fig. 3 are split into two groups as presented by
Sama. " Those on the left are believed to be nor-
mal shell-model states while the levels on the right,
that are connected by cascade y rays, have been in-
terpreted'" as possible rotational levels built on a
deformed neutron-hole state at 1409 keV. The level
energies are given in keV, mhile y-ray energies
(also in keV) are shown at the tops of the arrows
signifying the transition. The numbers in brackets
in the middle of each arrow give the relative inten-
sity of the y ray concerned, while the bracketed
numbers to the left and right of the figure give the
relative intensities of excitation of the individual
levels. Columns 4 and 5 of Table I list the coeffi-
cients of the Legendre polynomials, while the last
column gives the relative intensities of the ob-
served y rays (corrected for detector efficiency).
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TABLE I. y-ray transitions in Fe seen in the V( Li, 3n) Fe reaction.

E {keV) a4

238.3+ 0.2
259.2+ 0.5
273.6 + 0.2
385.3 + 0.2
477.2 + 0.2
532.9+ 0.3
605.6 ~ 0.2
772.2 + 0.3
803.6 + 0.3

847 + 1.0

918.7+ 0,6

931.4+ 0.2
1222.8 + 0.3
1316.8 + 0,3
1369.8 ~ 0.4
1408.5 + 0.3
1429,0+ 1.0
1680.6+ 0.4
1816.0 & 2.0

54
3.07
2.81
1.32
1.41
3.07

2.98
2.21
2 26
3.66
3.90
3.46
0.93
2.54
1.32
2.30
1.41
6.53
5.10
5.48

2.30
2.81
2.54
0.93
0.93
2

2.81
2.21
1,41
1.41
2.81
2.98
2,81
0
l. .32
0
0.93
0
5.10
3.42
3.66

—0,29 + 0.04

—0.17+
—0.21+
—0.02 ~

0.01
0.03
0.03

—0.19+0.02

—0.11+0.03

0,10 ~ 0.02
0.26+ 0.01
0.19~ 0.01
0.17~ 0.05
0.11+ 0.03

0.42+ 0.02
—0.41 + 0.12

0.06 ~ 0.05

—0.03+ 0.01
—0.06+ 0.03
—0.04 ~ 0.03

—0.01 + 0.02

—0.07+ 0.03

—0.05 + 0.02
-0.09 + 0.02
—0.09 + 0.02
—0.18+ 0.05
—0.03 + 0.03

—0.15+ 0,02
0.17+0.12

119~ 3

1770+ 13
300*
774+ 13

1391+ 14

1671 + 19
3358 + 26
4098 + 33

445 ' 12
548 + 9

959 ~12
287 + 11

It will be seen that although the spins of the target
and projectile were quite high (-', and —,', respec-
tively), there was still a considerable alignment
achieved, especially for the higher spin levels.
The angular distribution coefficients listed in the
table are consistent with the spins proposed by
Sawa. " Of the three new transitions observed by
us in this nucleus we were able to determine angu-
lar distributions for two of them: the large posi-
tive a, and significant negative a, obta. ined for the
1681-keV transition fr om the 5099-ke V level is
consistent with it being a quadrupole transition and
with the spin of the 5099-keV level being —", , while
the large negative a, for the 1816-keV transition is
consistent with a (8-J —I}dipole transition.

We were able to determine the lifetimes of three
levels in this nucleus using the RDM method, while
upper and lower limits could be set on the lifetime
of a fourth. The results for two of these are shown
in Fig. 4. The 1681-keV y ray showed a very clear
lifetime effect. The three lower partial y-ray
spectra in the figure a.re representative of those
which we analyzed to obtain the lower lifetime
curve. This curve was well fitted with a single
exponential term yielding a mean lifetime for the
5099-keV level in 'Fe of 32.3+ 1.1 psec. (In order
to display this clearly, a small distance-indepen-
dent background R„has been subtracted from the
values of R calculated directly from the data. ) The
606-keV transition deexciting the 3419-keV level
showed two lifetime components. A prompt con-
tribution was documented by a Doppler shape in

the angular distribution while a feeding lifetime,
obtained from the RDM results, was consistent
with the lifetime of the 5099-keV level. The mean
lifetime of the 3419-keV level was determined as
0.1*0.03 psec in the DSAM measurements. (It
should be emphasized that all mean lifetimes of
=1 psec are really upper limits on the lifetime be-
cause of the unknown feeding time. ')

The 274-keV transition following the 606-keV y
ray showed evidence of two lifetimes. Representa-
tive partial spectra displaying the stopped and
shifted photopeaks of this transition are shown in
the upper part of Fig. 4. The peak indicated by the
arrow at channel 737 is due to the gold backing a.s
is the intense 379-keV y ray. The data represent-
ing R -R„derived from the analysis of these and
the other spectra is displayed in the top left-hand
corner of the figure. For distances greater than
80 pm this curve shows the same lifetime as the
lower curve. We ascribe the upward warping of
the curve at smaller distances to the fact that the
2813-ke V level has a mean lifetime of 14.5 ~ 3.1

psec, the value obtained by fitting an expression
of the form of Eq. (2) to the data. The value of Tl
in this fit was fixed as 7, =32.3 ~ 1.1 psec.

The 1223-keV y ray deexciting the 2540-keV lev-
el was fed by the 274-keV transition. This transi-
tion showed a very distinct lifetime effect as can
be seen from the partial spectra shown in the bot-
tom of Fig. 5. The derived quantity R —R„ is plot-
ted to the left. This could be fitted by one exponen-
tial term and yielded a value of r =21.8*1.0 psec.
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TABLE II. Energies and lifetimes of excited states in 5 Fe populated by the 5'V('Li, hn j'5Fe
reaction.

E„(keV) P resent work
T (psec)
Other Adopted

931.4 + 0.2

1316,8 + 0.3 &0.67 &0.16 0 91+0.91 b

p 95+3.05 c

f7

-0.25

1408.5 + 0.3

2212.1 + 0.4

2256 + 1.0
0,19+0.04 1.10 ~ 0.30 0 35+0,35 c

-0.16

57.8 + 3.5 49 ~ 10 c 56.8 + 3.30

0.75 ~ 0.40

2301.2+ P.5

2539.5 + 0.4

2813.1 + 0.4

2984.3 + 0.5

3072.3 ~ 0.5

3418.7 + 0.4

3458.2 ~ 0.7

3660 *1.1
3903 ~ 0.8

5099.3 + 0.6

5476 + 2.0

6528.3 + 1.2

&0.01

0 ~ 78 ~ 0.08

&0.22

&0.10

17 +6"

14.5 + 3.1

0.10 ~ 0.03

&p.9

3'7.3 + 1.1

P 9P+0. (0 h-0.23

0 74c

&0.66"

0,90 "0'23

17

14,5 + 3.1

0.10 + 0.03

&0.9

32.3 ~1.1

'Corrected for feeding from higher lying states.
"B.C. Robertson et a/. , Nucl. Phys. A160, 137 (1971).' Reference 11.
d See text.
~ No Doppler shift observed for the 533 keV y ray in the angular distribution measurements.
f Doppler shifts observed in angular distribution measurements, but unable to measure the

shift.

Obviously the lifetimes of the 5099- and 2813-keV
levels must be reflected in the RDM data of this
1223-ke V transition. However, careful compari-
son of the three RDM curves shows that the 2540-
keV level must have a. lifetime greater than that
of the 2813-keV level (i.e. , 7 & 11.4 psec). Obvious-

ly, too, 7 &22.8 psec. We conclude that 7 =17+6
psec. An attempt to extract a more accurate value
for this lifetime by making a three component fit
to the data was not successful. The last level in
"Fe whose lifetime we could measure using the
BDM method was that at 1409 keV. Data for the
stronger of the two transitions deexciting this lev-
el are shown in the top pa. rt of Fig. 5. The values
of T which we obtained from an analysis of the de-
cay curves of both transitions were in good agree-
ment with the average value of 7 which we obtained,

v =57.8+3.5 psec. The measurement by Hobert-
son, Neilson, and McDonald" of this quantity (T
=49+ 10 psec) agrees well with our value. We
therefore adopt 7 =56.8+3.3 psec as the lifetime
of this level. Table II contains a lifetime summary.

Information on the lifetimes of several of the
levels was obtained from DSAM analysis of the
spectra. accumulated in the angular distribution
experiment. The fractional Doppler shifts, cor-
rected where necessary for feeding from longer
lived, higher excited states are given in the sec-
ond column of Table II. The lifetimes derived
from these fractional shifts are shown in the third
column. Measurements by other workers are
shown in column 4. Except for the RDM measure-
ment of the lifetime of the 1409-keV level, only
one other lifetime can be compa, red directly to the
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results obtained by other workers; for the 2212-
keV level we are in fair agreement with the mea-
surement of Ref. 11.

B. Mn

The y -y coincidence measurement confirmed the
energy level scheme proposed by Sawa" for all the
levels up to an excitation energy of 2311 keV.
[Sawa had investigated both this nucleus and "Fe
using the "Cr(o., p) and (n, n) reactions, respec-
tively. J In addition we established the presence of
two higher lying states at 2829 and 3056 keV. Fig-
ure 6 summarizes the level scheme and decay
properties as observed by us. The y-ray energies
determined in the present work are collected in Ta-
ble III together with the angular distribution coeffi-
cients and intensities. The angular distributions
which we could observe were rather more isotrop-
ic than were those in "Fe. Their general trend,
however, was consistent with the spin assignments

1.0

of Sama. " The pronounced anisotropy of the angu-
lar distribution of the 1764-keV transition from
the 3056-keV level suggests that the spin of this
state is ('-,'). This is consistent also with its
branching to the '-,

' state at 2311 keV and the
mean lifetime of the level as measured by DSAM
of 0.27+ 0.06 psec. We were unable to obtain the
angular distribution of the 1536-keV z ray deexcit-
ing the 2829-keV level. Besides the 3056-keV lev-
el, we were able to obtain evidence on the lifetimes
of several of the states from the DSAM measure-
ments. These values are listed in Table IV which
also gives our best estimates of the energies of
the levels excited in this nucleus. We were able
to measure the lifetime of the 126-keV level using
the RDM method as v. =382+ 16 psec. The lifetime
curve and two sample spectra are given in Fig. 7.
As can be seen, because of the very low energy
of the transition we could not resolve the stopped
and shifted peaks in the spectrum. We, therefore,
used the Gaussian fitting program with the relative
positions of the two peaks fixed (c.f. the discussion
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FIG. 4. The results of RDM measurements on two
y-ray transitions in ~~Fe. The lower exponential curve
and the three associated y-ray spectra show the data
obtained for the 1681-keV transition in Fe deexciting
the level at 5099 keV. The mean lifetime of the 5099-
keV state obtained from an analysis of this data was
32.3+ 1.1 psec. The upper curve and the associated
spectra show the data obtained for the 274-keV transi-
tion deexciting the 2813-keV level. The curve through
the data points reflects two lifetimes: the l.onger one
being due to the level at 5099 keV, while the shorter
lifetime of 7 =14.5+3.1 psec which causes the slight
warping at small. plunger distances is ascribed to the
2813-keV level.
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FIG. 5. RDM results obtained for two levels in ~~Fe.
The upper curve with its associated spectra shows the
data obtained for the 477-keV transition from the 1409-
keV level. The mean l.ifetime of the 1409-keV state ob-
tained from an analysis of this data is 57.8+ 3.5 psec.
The lower curve with its associated spectra displays
the data obtained for the 1223-keV transition from the
2540-keV l,evel. This data gives lower and upper limits
for the mean lifetime of the 2540-keV level which imply
17 + 6 psec.
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(46)~
(»/2)

()8)~
(26)

CO

3056

2829

results in Table IV. Three of the DSAM lifetimes
measured by us in this nucleus are in fair agree-
ment with the lifetimes quoted by Hichwa eI; al. "

C. -
Cr

(53)~
2311

(20)

(18)

(79)

(91)
1'l/2 ( —)

CO
Cl

(40)

(168)

1292

984

(115)

(0) ~
5/&

(283)

FIG. 6. The level scheme of 5Mn as obtained in the
present work. See the caption of Fig. 3 for details.

of the "Fe 274-keV transition). The peak at chan-
nel 403 in the lower spectrum is from a contami-
nant. The mean lifetime of 382 x16 psec which we
obtained for this level is in good agreement with a
direct electronic timing result of Holland and
Lynch': 7 = 340 + 100 psec. The 1166-keV tran-
sition from the 1292-keV level showed no signifi-
cant evidence for a stop peak, even at the closest
target-stopper distance in the BDM measurements.
We could, therefore, rigorously limit its mean
life to 7 &4 psec. From the DSAM experiment its
mean life is T =1.6+0.4 psec. W'e summarize our

The RDM and DSAM measurements on levels in
this nucleus were hampered by the fact that the
('Li, nn) reaction which populated it gave a veloc-
ity distribution which was so wide that it was hard
to resolve the stopped and shifted peaks in the p'-

ray spectrum. This was very different from the
('Li, P2n) and ('Li, 3n) reaction which gave clearly
resolved peaks. The substantial difference between
the observed recoil velocity and the calculated c.m.
velocity has already been remarked upon.

The y-y coincidence experiment revealed that in
addition to levels seen by Gullholmer and Sawa"
using the "Ti(n, n)"Cr reaction we also excited,
albeit rather weakly, two further levels at inter-
mediate energies of 2707 and 3244 keV, respec-
tively. We also corroborated the fact that there is
a level at 4696 keV which decays to the -',

"" level
at 3084 keV by a 1612-keV y ray. Due to its weak
excitation, the evidence we were abl. e to obtain
from the angular distribution data on the multipo-
larity of this transition was inconclusive. How-
ever, the Doppler shift of the photopeak was very
small in the DSAM measurement [F(r)(0.10], in-
dicating a mean lifetime of greater than 0.8 psec
and a possible quadrupole transition. This would

support a tentative assignment of ('-,') to the level
at 4696 keV. We illustrate in Fig. 8 the energy
level and decay scheme of 'Cr as determined in
the present work. The energy levels in Fig. 8 are
split into two groups as presented by Gullholmer
and Sawa. " Those on the left are believed to be
normal shell-model states while the levels on the
right, that are connected by cascade y rays, have
been interpreted" as possible rotational levels
built on a deformed neutron-hale state at 1537 keV.

In Table V we list the y-ray transitions which
are ascribed to "Cr together with their angular
distribution coefficients and intensities. As ex-

TABLE III. y-ray transitions in '"Mn seen in the V( Li, 2+P} 'Mn reactions„

E;

126.0+ 0.1
307.9+ 0.1
743,0 + 2.0
858.3 *0.1

1019.6+ 0.2
1166.2 + 0.1
1536.3 + 2.0
1764 ~ 2.0

0.13
1,29
3.06
0.98
2.31
1.29
2.83
3.06

0
0.98
2.31
0.1,'3
1.29
0.13
1.29
1.29

—0.06+ 0.01
-0.12 i 0.02

+ 0.06 + 0.02
-t. 0.05 0.03
+ 0.21 + 0.02

+ 0.~&3 & 0.07

—0.04 ~ 0.01
—0.00 + 0.02

—0.07 ~ 0.02
—0.08+ 0.03
-0.07 ~ 0.02

—0.07 ~ 0.07

32 5' + 24
401 a

-260
1148.~ 14

792+ 13
1679 a 18
-180
-200
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TABLE IV. Energies and lifetimes of excited states in 5Mn populated by the 5'U('Li, 2np}-
55Mn reaction.

E (keU) This work

v. (psec}
Other Adopted

126.0 e 0.1.

984.3+ 0.2

1292.2 ~ 0.2

2311..8 ~ 0.3
2828.5 ~ 2.0
3055.5 ~ 2.0

0.20 ~ 0.03

0.14+0.03

0.59*0.06

0.50 + 0.05

+16"
11 + 03
16 + 04

(4 1

0.20 +. 0.05

0.27 + 0.06

340 ~100 c

45+ 0.14

~ 3+4, 1 d~ ~ -1.5
01+ 0 04'

381 + 16
0,57+ 0.13

1.7 + 0.4

0.14+ 0.03

0.27 ~ 0.06

"Corrected for feeding from any higher lying levels.
"From RDKI,' Reference 12.
d Reference 13.

1.0

0.5

0-0 (mm)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

/2 5/2

pected the angular distributions are much less an-
isotropic than those determined using the ' Ti((3, n)
reaction. They are, however, consistent with the
spin assignments of Gullholmer and Sawa. " We
were able to determine the lifetimes of two levels
in the RDM experiment. The data we obtained is
illustrated in Fig. 9. The 912-keV transition deex-

0.2

— 4698
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0.1
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1.0~
X
K
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Q 1.0
O

360

Is
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I
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I
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0- Do =5.08fYlm

I

420

(9)

(35)~

(8)~
) 912i5/2

(44)

(55)

(L8)~ 5/2

3244
3084

2707

(8)

2173

(105)

~ 1(

(8) 1006

(14)

gy)- )

(38)

(60)

~(18)
3591

~(7)
2826

(31) (15)

2233

g ~(39)
1537

(15 )
1290

1008CHANNEl. NUHBER

FIG. 7. RDM data obtained for the ground state
transition from the 126-keV level in 5~Mn. The quantity
R which is the ratio of the intensity of the stop peak to
the sum of the intensitites of the stopped and shifted
peaks was obtained with the use of a program which
fitted a sum of two Gaussian peaks to the data. The
relative centroid positions and the widths of the two
peaks were fixed. The mean lifetime of this level was
found to be 382+16 psec.

I

(167 )

(118)

53C~

FIG. 8. The energy level scheme of Cr as obtained
in the present work. See the caption of Fig, 3 for details.
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TABLE V. y-ray transitions in Cr seen in the ~'V( Li, en) 3Cr reaction.

E (keV)

247.2 *0.2
283.2 s 0,2
530.2 + 0.2
534 + 1,0
593 ~ 1.0
696.5 ~ 0.3
765.2 + 0.4
882.8 + 0.2
911.9 ~ 0.2

1006.4 + 0.2
1071.4 *0.4
1289.7 + 0.2
1611.6 + 2.0

] 54
1.29
1.54
2.71
2,83
2.23
3.59
2.17
3.08
1.01
3.24
1.29
4.70

1,29
1.01
1.01
2.17
2.23
1.54
2.83
1.29
2.17
0
2.17
0
3.08

0.10+0.04
—0.01+ 0.07

—0.26+ 0.04

+ 0.14 + 0.02
+ 0.10+ 0.04
+ 0.05 + 0.02

~ 0.09 ~ 0.02
-0.11 + 0.10

0.00 ~ 0.04
0.03 + 0.08

0.02 + 0.05

-0.06 + 0.02
+ 0.01+0.04
—0.02 + 0,02

—0.07 ~ 0.02
+ 0.16 + 0,11

141+ 3
73+ 3

357+ 8

1053 ~ 12
443' 9

1161+ 13

1674 + 17
-90

citing the 3084-keV level, though weak, showed
definite evidence for a mean lifetime of the parent
level of 43 + 15 psec. The data obtained from anal-
ysis of the stopped and shifted peaks correspond-
ing to this transition are illustrated in the lower
part of Fig. 9. The 883-keV transition deexciting
the 2173-keV level also showed an effect due to the
lifetime of the 2173-keV level. Analysis of the data

in the upper part of Fig. 9 gave a mean lifetime of
(47+ &5) psec for this level. Account has been tak-
en of the feeding via the 3084-keV level. Our re-
sult for this lifetime is in disagreement with the
result of Engelstein et a/. "who quote 7 =6.7+ 3.1
psec. %'e can give no reason for this discrepancy.
If, however, T = 6.7 + 3.1 psec, the most obvious
suggestion is that the decay scheme of Fig. 8 is in

0.3

0.2

~~Cr 883 keV

2173 ~1290 ) "/p ~7/p

883 keV

0.1

912 keV
C

0.2 ( 3084 ~ 2173

15' — 1

8

0.1

0.05

912 keV

P Qo =23 pm

12

10

X

8

10
X
O

8 Ix

g~ 10 Z
O
O

0-D~ =1.27mm 6

0.01
0 50

O-OO {pm)

I

100
I

150 2270 2320
CHANNEL NUMBER

2370

FIG. 9. RDM data obtained for two transitions in 5~Cr. Representative partial spectra showing the peaks of interest
are displayed on the right of the figure. In the bottom l.eft the data points obtained in an analysis of the 912-keV tran-
sition are shown. Analysis of them gives the mean life of the 3084-keV level as T =43+15 psec. Analysis of the data
shown in the upper portion of the diagram gives a mean life of 47+15 psec for the 2173-keV level.
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TABLE VI. Energies and lifetimes of excited states in 'Cr populated by the 5'V(7Li, en) Cr
reaction.

E„(keV)

Present
work

7 (psec)

Other Adop ted

1006.4+ 0.2

1289 ~ 7 + 0.2
1536.7 + 0.3
2172.5+ 0.3
2233.2 ~ 0.4
2706.5 ~ 1.1
2826,2 + 1.1
3084.4 ~ 0.4
3243.9 ~ 0.5
3591,4 ~1.2
4696.0 ~ 2.1

47~15
0 4+0-0 ~ 15

~ ~ ~

&1 f

43~15

)1 cl

1 6~0 2c
&4 h

&q h

21.5 + 3.5"
6.7 ~ 3.1"-

&3.5 d

)0.8 d

1.6 * 0.2
21.5 + 3.5

?
0 '4-0.15

)0.8

' T. P. G. Carola et al... Nucl. Phys. A144, 53 (1970).
"Reference 15.' Reference 17.
d Reference 16.
'Z (~) =0.17~0.08.

Large Doppler shift observed in angular distribution measurements, but unable to be
analyzed quantitatively.

~F (7) & 0.10.

TABLE VII. Radiative transitions in 5Fe. Theoretical comparisons are given for transitions between states belong-
ing to the (rf7&2) (vf5&2,p ) configurations.

Transition '
(ke V)

Branching
ratio" B (E2),„p

(e fm)
B (M 1)e?tp

{p& )

B {E2),h B (M1)t
(e fm ) ( p&2)

1317 0 (1317)

931(385)

1409 0 {1409)

95~1

5+1 0.07+ 0.03

E2

210 + 90

1.1 ~ 0.1

0'054-0.026

132

1.01

931(4 77)

2212 1409 (804)

2301 931(1370)

1317 (984)

2540 2301 (238)

1317(l 223)

2813 2540(274)

3419 2813{606)

5099—3419(1681)

100

8+2

100

100

100

9 T

2 2

5

2

9 5

2 2

9
2 2

11 9
2 2

11 7

2 2

13 11
2 2

15 13
2 2

( )~19 15

0,07+ 0.04 16 1'3

0.21 ~ 0.02 140 + 70

17Q + 65

(M1)

17 + 6

0.0051 + 0.0004

0,14 + 0.07

0.0053 ~ 0.0021

0,010 + 0.004

Q.19 + 0.4

2.5 + 0.8

(E2) 1.9 + 0.1 3.7x 10

-0.07 + 0,01 490 + 200

13

0.4

108

0.07

1.47

0.25

1.30

The transition is specified by the initial and final energy and the y-ray energy (all in keV).
" From the present work and the results quoted in Refs. 10 and 11.
c The mixing ratio for the transition in question, from Ref. 10.
dB (E2) =-[813,9/(TE&5)](branching ratio)6 where 6 =x (1+x ) '. The units are e fm when E is in MeV and 7 in

psec.
'B (Ml) =[0.05686/(TE ))(branching ratio)nowhere y=1 —A. The units are p~ when E is in MeV and ~ in psec.
i Horie and Ogawa, Ret. 18. e&

——1+8, and e„=d, where d, is taken as 1t, and e& and e„are the effective proton
and neutron charges in units of e.

I-' Horie and Ogawa, Ref. 18. Calculated with the free nucleon g factors.
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error. Table VI contains a lifetime summary.
The DSAM measurements gave evidence on the

lifetimes of three other levels: the 4696-keV state
as previously stated, the 2233-keV level, with a
mean lifetime of 0.4",'» psec, and the 2826-keV
level for which we can give a limit of 7 &1 psec.
We were unable to extract lifetimes of the 1290-
and 1537-keV levels from the data. Engelstein
et al. " quote 7 =21.5+3.5 psec for the 1537-keV
level while Carola and Tamboer" give a lower lim-
it of T &1.2 psec for this lifetime. Coulomb excita-
tion measurements indicate'"' a mean lifetime of
1.6+0.2 for the 1290-keV level. (See Table VI. )

DISCUSSION

The outstanding characteristic of the fusion-
evaporation reactions initiated for instance by 'Li

~5Fe

(2 I /2)
17/2

is the selective nature of the excitation; only states
lying on or near the yrast line are populated. In
the present experiment this has enabled us to pop-
ulate a level in "Fe at 6528-keV excitation energy.
We suggest that its spin is possibly '-,'. In "Mn we

suggest a '-,
' spin for the highest energy state ob-

served at 3056 keV, while in "Cr a state at 4696
keV is possibly '-,'. Furthermore, we have been
able to determine the lifetimes of a number of the
levels. For each of these three nuclei the valence
protons are filling the 1f», shell while the neutrons
are in the (lf„„2P) shell. A shell-model study of
their spectra, therefore, gives information on the
effective neutron-proton force when the neutrons
and protons are filling different shells. This prob-
lem has been addressed by Horie and Ogawa in two
recent papers. In the first" they calculated the
properties of states belonging to the (mf», )

'
C23 (vf»„2P) configuration in "Cr and the (nf», )'.
S (vf»„2p) configuration in "Fe. In a later paper"
the properties of the states belonging to the (vf„,)

'
8 (vf»„2P)' configuration in "Mn are treated. Of
particular interest from the point of view of the

5— (Ie/2)
l5/2
l3/2

(I3/2)
15/2 I I/2

15/2

I I/2

Mn

13/2 I 3/2
9/2

I I/2
I I/2

9/2

(I5/2} I I/2
I5/2
9/2

I 3/2

I3/2

7/2

5/2
5/2 X

hJ
I I /2 I I/2

9/2 9/2

0—
Ex pt.

3/2 3/2
Th.

FIG. 10, A comparison between the energy spectra of
the high-spin states populated in the present work
(labeled expt. ) and the predictions of Horie and Ogawa
for the (mf 7/&) (&f&/&, 2P) configuration {labeled Th. )
for the nucleus 55Fe. Suggested spin assignments are
bracketed, All levels are, or are assumed to be, of
odd parity. Of the levels predicted by Horie and Ogawa,
only yrast level. s are shown for 4 ~ I, while all the

't

levels have been shown for 4 &. In the experimental
spectrum only those levels which are suspected of
belonging to the (mf 7/&) (1 f &/&, 2P) configuration have
been included (i.e. , the left-hand scheme of Fig. 3).

E xpt.

7/2
5/2 5/2

FIG. 11. A comparison between the predictions of
Horie and Ogawa for the (~f,/, ) (&f,/, , 2p)' config-
uration and the experimentally determined level energies
for the yrast states in Mn. See the caption of Fig. 10
for further details. The unlabeled experimental level
at 2.83 MeV could be identified with the theoretically
predicted state at 3,00 MeV.
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TABLE VIII. Radiative transitions in Mn. Theoretical comparisons are given for transitions between states belong-
ing to the (7t f7&2) (v f5&,p) configurations.

Transition '
(ke V)

Branching
ratio"
(%)

B ( E2)exp
(e fm)

B (M1)„
(Py ) (e fm)

B (Ml), ),

126 0 (126)

984 126 (858)

0 (984)

1292 126(1166)

984 (308)

2 311 1292 (1020)

3055 1292 (1 764)

2311 (743)

100

91

24

100

7 5

2 2

9 7

2 2

9 5

2 2

11 7

2 2

11 9
2 2

13 11
2 2

15 11
2 2

15 13

2 2

—0,07 + 0.01

-0.21 + 0,03

E2

E2

-0.03*0.02

—0.22 + 0.04

(Ml)

330 ~100

118+ 45

140~ 35

169 32

37 37
+ 100

243 + 90

76'-14

0.074 + 0.003

o 14-0'.03

0.2 7-0.'08

0.36-0.'07

29+ 0.09

333

192

171

177

212

0.070

0.106

0.392

0.038

0.524

The transition is specified by the initial and final energy and the y-ray energy {all in keV).
"- From the present work and the results quoted in Refs. 10 and 11.' The mixing ratio for the transition in question, from Ref. 10.
dB(E2) =[813.9/(TE )](branching ratio)6 where 6=x (1+x ) ', The units are e fm when E is in MeV and T in'y

psec.
'B (M1) =-[0.056 86/(7E )](branching ratio)y where y =1 —6. The units are pz when E is in MeV and T in psec.jv

Horie and Ogawa, Ref. 18. ep
-—-1+0, and e„=6, where 6, is taken as 1, and e& and e„are the effective proton

and neutron charges in units of e.
~ Horie and Ogawa, Ref. 18. Calculated with the free nucleon g factors.

present work is their calculation of the properties
of levels of high spin in all three nuclei. We will
now discuss the results we have obtained and where
possible compare them to the calculations of Horie

nd Qgaw

A. Fe

Figure 10 compares the energies of the yrast
levels observed in the present work with positions
of the higher spin states as calculated by Boric
and Oga wa. ." Up to about 3.5-MeV excitation there
is an excellent agreement between theory and ex-
periment. The highest spin state which ean be
formed from the configuration considered by Horie
and Ogawa" is '-,' which they predict at an excita-
tion energy of 5597 keV. Experimentally, either
the 3660- or 5476-keV l.evel could have J ='-,'.
There a.re two states at 5099 and 6528 keV which
the experimental evidence indicates have spins
greater than —", . It seems possible that these high-
er spin states arise from promotion of a nucleon
from the lf», shell to the (1f,&2, 2P) shell. The
1681-keV transition would then correspond to a
weak E2 transition of 0.15 s.p.u. (single particle
unit), which would be consistent with the configura-
tional change. The (wf„, ')3(vg», ) configuration
is another possibility for these states.

We summarize the transition matrix elements
which can be obtained from a synthesis of our life-

time measurements with previous results in Table
VII. We first consider the lower spin levels. The
main components of the wave functions of Horie
and Ogawa" "for the four lowest yrast levels are
as follows:

Ig s, —', &
= I&~=0'~p„„,'-&,

I931 keV, —,
'

) =a
I
J~=0'@f », —,

' )

+bl~p =2'&p„„-,' ),
I
1317 keV, -' ) = Ig~ =2'33p„„-', ),

I2301 keV, 2 ) =cIJ~ =2'Sf„„-9 )

+d Ig~ =4'zp3„, —,

plus other small pieces. With these schematic
wave functions it is possible to make some qualita-
tive predictions: (1) The Ml decay —,

' --,' will be
inhibited since the transitions between the major
components are forbidden. (2) The M 1 decay -',

should be near normal strength, depending on
the amplitude 6, while the F2 strength for the —,

'

transition will be comparable to the "Fe E2
strength for the 2'-0' transition. (3) The Ml de-
cay —,

' - -', will be inhibited since the transitions
between the major components are forbidden while
the F.2 strength for the —, ——,

' transition is related
by the amplitudes to the "Fe E2 strength for the
4'- 2' and 2'- 0' transitions. For both E2 transi-
tions, the B(E2) values would be the same as the
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"Fe 2'-O' B(E2) values if the wave functions were
as given by the first term only. From Table VII
and Brown et al."we collect the following B(E2)
strengths (in e' fm'):

B(E2)7~p 3gp:210 + 90
p

B(E2) „„,=172+65,

B(E2), , =102~4,

B(E2), , =78 +16.

Considering our neglect of all but the major terms
in each wave function, the agreement is not unrea-
sonable. For the M1 decays we have: B(M1),(,
=0.054",0,",it.„' and B(M1)„, „,=0.0053+0.0021'.„'.
The lifetime of the 931-keV level has not so far
been measured. However, the mixing ratio for
this transition has been determined" as 0.36+ 0.11
indicating that the —,

' —T M1 transition is prob-
ably inhibited. The qualitative predictions of the
model are therefore quite reasonable.

Ne now consider the higher-spin levels as well.
Table VII includes theoretical predictions of Horie
and Ogawa" for transitions connecting states iden-
tified as predominantly (vf„, ')(vf»„2P). A com-
parison of the measured B(E2) and B(M1) values
to their predictions indicates that quantitative
agreement is not good. Obviously more experi-
mental transition strengths are needed and it al.so
appears that the shell-model space is not big
enough.

As given in Table VII, a small E2 strength was
observed for the decay of the —,

' 1409-keV level
to the ground state. This can be explained"'" by
the fact that a deformed state (Nilsson orbital
[303] ) based on a two particle-one hole neutron
configuration has little overlap with the spherical
ground state. No predictions are given for tran-
sitions from the deformed states.

B. Mn

C. Cr

The spectrum calculated by Horie and Ogawa"
is compared with the experimental energy levels

53C
17/2

15/2
19/2

I19/2)

4)—

13/2

? 13/2
15/2 15/2

11/2

9/2
9/2

11/2

states predicted by Horie and Ogawa" or the
state at 3.00 MeV. In Table VIII we compare

the predictions of Ref. 19 with the experimental
transition strengths. For transitions from the
—,', -', , and '-,

' levels the agreement is excellent.
The —,

' - —,
' transition seems to be quite hindered

(the Ml transition strength is only 0.041 s.p.u. ').
As Horie and Ogawa" point out, this is explained
by the fact that the —,

' state is mainly 1J~ =-',

82„=0',J=-,') while the —,
' state is mostly 1J~=-,'

J„=O',J = —,') and of course an M1 transition be-
tween these two components is forbidden. " The
predicted strengths for transitions from the —",

and ('-,' } levels are not in such good accord with
the experimental values, nevertheless the agree-
ment is not unreasonable for the ('-,' ) level. The
over-all agreement confirms the identification of
the predominant configurations.

Horie and Ogawa" have presented a calculated
level scheme for this nucleus, and also have com-
puted a number of transition strengths. We com-
pare their calculated energies for the higher spin
states with the experimental spectrum in Fig. 11.
The proton-neutron two-body matrix elements had
been determined in a. previous calculation" by a
least squares fit to the observed spectra of the N
=29 nuclei assuming "Ca as an inert core. The
agreement between theory and experiment is there-
fore particularly pleasing. Although the —", level
is predicted at an energy of 440 keV above the ex-
perimental level at 2.31 MeV, the level which we

suppose to be '-,
' at an excitation of 3.06 MeV is

within 50 keV of a predicted '-,' level at 3.01 MeV.
We would not expect to excite the two higher lying

7/2 ?/2
5/2

5/2

0
Ex pt.

3/2 3/2
Th.

FIG. 12. A comparison between the predictions of
Boric and Ogawa for the (~f&/&) @(pf,/, , 2P) config-
uration and the experimentally determined l.evel energies
for the high-spin states in ~3Cr. See the caption of
Fig. 10 for further detail. s. In the experimental spectrum
only those level. s which are suspected of belonging to
the (7rf 7/&)

(E (& f,/, , 2p) configuration have been included
(i.e. , the left-hand scheme of Fig. 8).
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TABLE IX. Radiative transitions in '3Cr. Theoretical comparisons are given for transitions between states belong-
ing to the {7I"f7&2) (vf5&2, p)' configurations.

Transition ~

(keV)

Branching
ratio"
(i) J; Jf

B ( E2)eyp
(e fm)

B (M1),,p

(p& )

B (E2),h~ B (3f1),),
( fm) (p&)

1006— 0 (1 006)

1290 1006(283)

0(1290)

1537—'1 290 {247)

1006(530)

2173 1290{883)

100

80

20

100

7

2

7

2

7

2

7

2

136 + 17

160-ioo

0.0 ~0.02

ii 7

2 2

(
c7 c7 7

1" 190
)

l (32* 10) ~

-0.36 + 0.02 -36
2

0,0 + 0.02 &6
2

E2

0.07 + 0.03

&1
2

-0.02

0.078 + 0.012

0.14 + 0.03

{3.6 + 0,6) x 10

0.016

0.010 1.43

165

2233 1537 (697)

2826 2233 {593)

3084 2173(912)

100

100

100

9 7

2 2

11 9
2 2

1511
2 2

0.17 *0.03

0.11 + 0.04

350 + 200

&50

30-ii

0.41 ~0.04

&25

135

' The transition is specified by the initial and final energy and the y-ray energy (all in keV).
" From the present work and the results quoted in Refs. 10 and 11.' Reference 14.
"B (E2) =[813.9j{TE ')](branching ratio)6 where 6 =x (1+x2) '. The units are e fm when E is in MeV and 7. in

psec,
'B (Ml) =[0.05686/(7E ~)](branching ratio)y where y=l —b. The units are p~ when E is in MeV and 7 in psec.

Horie and Ogawa, Ref. 18. e& =1+4, and e„=6~ where 6~ is taken as 1, and e& and e„are the effective proton
and neutron charges in units of e.

~ Horie and Ogawa, Ref. 18. Calculated with the free nucleon g factors,
" 7 =-6,7 ~3.1 psec.
' T =47+15 psec.

in Fig. 12. The spins labeled with asterisks on the
experimental spectrum are those identified by Gull-
holmer and Sawa" as belonging to a rotational band
built on the two particle-one hole state at 1537 keV.
The agreement for the shell-model states is quite
good up to J' ='-,' . Above this spin, the situation
is rather confused with two experimental levels of
unassigned spin decaying to the '-,' level at 2173
ke V and several levels of high spin predicted by
Horie and Ogawa" near 3.2 MeV. It is possible
that one of the levels at 2707 or 3244 is the —", lev-
el predicted in this vicinity while the level at 3084
keV can be identified with the predicted ~ level.
The weakly excited level at 4696 keV is perhaps
to be identified with the —", level predicted at 5.3
MeV. The '-,

' level is predicted to lie slightly
above the '-,

' level. If this were actually so, then
the most likely decay of the '-,' level would be to
the '-,' state as observed for the 4696-keV level.
If the experimentally determined position of the
"Cr 8' state is taken' as 4.75 MeV and not 5.2
MeV, " then the predicted energies of the —", and

levels are correspondingly lowered. In this
case the agreement in excitation energy of the the-
oretical —", state with the 4696-keV level is par-
ticularly good.

In Table IX we compare the various transition
strengths experimentally determined with those
calculated by Horie and Ogawa. " Agreement is
not as good as was the case in "Mn. Particularly
disturbing is the disagreement between experiment
and prediction as to the M1 strength for the -', ——,

'
transition. Of the two lifetimes measured for the
2173-keV level, theory favors the shorter. Be-
cause of these problems, a definitive comparison
must await further experimental investigations of
the strengths of the transitions between these levels.

The lifetime obtained" for the —,
' 1537-keV level

implies considerable hindrance for transitions to
the three shell-model states at lower energies.
This is consistent with the suggestion" that this
state is a deformed state (Nilsson orbital [303])
based on a two particle-one hole neutron config-
uration as discussed for the -,'1409-keV level in
"Fe. No theoretical predictions are given for
these transitions.
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